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Abstract
The transient visual response of feline dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) cells was studied under control conditions
and during the application of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation at 1 Hz (rTMS@1Hz) on the primary visual cortex
(V1). The results show that rTMS@1Hz modulates the firing mode of Y cells, inducing an increase in burst spikes and a
decrease in tonic firing. On the other hand, rTMS@1Hz modifies the spatiotemporal characteristics of receptive fields of X
cells, inducing a delay and a decrease of the peak response, and a change of the surround/center amplitude ratio of RF
profiles. These results indicate that V1 controls the activity of the visual thalamus in a different way in the X and Y pathways,
and that this feedback control is consistent with functional roles associated with each cell type.
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Introduction
Early research on the role of visual cortical feedback has
suggested both a facilitating [1,2] and an inhibitory effect on
thalamic neurons [3,4]. Other studies have attributed different
functions to cortical input, such as the ability to synchronize the
neurons of the thalamus, to interfere in the spatial processing of
the image or to enhance the receptive field (RF) center-surround
antagonism of thalamic cells [4–6].
To date a variety of methods have been used to reveal the role of
cortical feedback to the dLGN including pharmacological manip-
ulation, cooling and aspiration of cortical tissue. Recently, repetitive
transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) has emerged as an
alternative method. It is a noninvasive technique, its effects are fast
anditsapplication,depending onthestimulationparameters, allows
excitation or depression of cortical activity [7–9]. Moreover, it has
been shown that rTMS is a valuable tool to study the role of the
corticofugalfeedbacksinceitis able to transiently reducethe activity
of visual cortical neurons [10,11]. For instance, rTMS at the
frequency of 1 Hz applied to the visual cortex of the cat, produced a
significant reduction in visually driven responses recorded simulta-
neously in layer 6 of V1 (the source of the feedback) and in the
dLGN [10] (see also methods section).
It has been shown that visual cortex influences receptive field
organization in the thalamus [12]. An immediate question is whether
this feedback is able to modulate the spatio-temporal properties of
dLGN receptive fields as could be expected from what has been said so
far and from previous data showing that cortico-geniculate feedback
seems to improve the temporal accuracy of signal transmission [13,14].
On the other hand, it is already known that corticofugal feedback can
influence the firing pattern in dLGN cells [12,15–17] and that thalamic
cells in general, including those in the dLGN, exhibit two distinct
response patterns, burst and tonic firing. However it is not known
whether this influence operates in an unspecific manner at the level of
the dLGN or, conversely, it acts differentially depending upon the cell
type, which would represent the presence of, at least, two (X and Y)
physiologically different descending lines of control.
This paper aims to analyze the contribution of feedback from
V1 to the spatio-temporal characteristics of RFs and response
mode of dLGN cells during visual stimulation. rTMS was applied
on the occipital cortex of anesthetized cats to temporarily block the
cortical activity [10]. We have chosen to use a specific type of
visual stimulus (pseudo-random sequence of bright and dark bars
flashed throughout the receptive field) appropriate to map the
spatiotemporal RFs of dLGN cells [18] and valuable to evoke
robust transient responses of spike bursts.
Results
A population of 51 dLGN neurons, 18 X, 28 Y and 5
unclassified cells were recorded. All cells RFs were located within
12u of the area centralis.
Burst analysis
We calculated the number of spikes per burst and the
percentage of spikes in bursts, and found no significant changes
after applying rTMS@1Hz when all the dLGN cells were grouped
together (X, Y and unclassified), or by dividing the population by
polarity (ON - OFF) or laterality (ipsi-and contralateral). However,
significant differences between the X and Y subpopulations were
evident, with rTMS affecting Y cells but not X cells.
Burst analysis for X cells
Figure 1A shows the distribution of the percentage of spikes in
burst during control condition. Statistical analysis revealed that
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shown in Figure 1B for spikes in burst.
Burst analysis for Y cells
Burst properties of Y cells were not affected by the application
of rTMS. However, differences were found depending on their
visual response prior to rTMS application. Figure 2A shows the
distribution of the percentage of spikes in bursts for Y cells during
control conditions. A visual analysis of Figure 2A shows that there
are two populations of neurons that generate bursts with different
rate. To corroborate this subdivision of the sample, a two-phase
clustering was performed, yielding a cut-off value around 40–50%,
which divides the sample into neurons with low and high
percentages of bursts in the response shown in Figure 2A (dashed
line). In addition, an intra-burst analysis revealed that the
subgroup with a high rate in burst response tended to generate
bursts with a greater number of spikes than cells with a lower rate
(Figure 2B, p,0.05, two samples t-test). This result suggests that
these groups could constitute two different populations of neurons,
henceforth each group was analyzed separately.
Neurons with a low percentage of bursts, i.e. the proportion of
spikes in bursts was below 40–50% (n=18), showed a significant
increase in the percentage of spikes in bursts when rTMS@1Hzwas
applied, as it is shown in Figure 3A (21.162.2% to 24.062.2%,
P,0.05, paired t-test) and therefore a decrease in the percentage of
tonic spikes (78.962.2% to 76.062.2%, P,0.05, paired t-test,
Figure 3B). Considering each burst as an event, rTMS@1Hz
application induced an 11.0% increase in the number of bursts
(from143.2617.7to162.5619.0,P,0.05,pairedt-test,Figure3C).
Figure 3G shows an example of an ON Y cell with a low rate of
spikes in bursts during control (29%, black line). Application of
rTMS@1Hz increased the percentage of spikes in bursts to 38%
(gray line).
Neurons with a high percentage of bursts, i.e. the proportion of
spikes in bursts were more than 40–50% of the total response
(n=10), did not show significant changes with rTMS@1Hz
application (see Figures 3D–F).
Intervalogram analysis
Only spikes separated in the range from 0 to 20 ms were
considered for the analysis because almost all interspike intervals
during the transient phase of dLGN cells response fell into this
range (see Material and Methods). According to the previous
results, intervalogram analyses were developed separately for X
and Y subpopulations.
Intervalogram analysis for X cells
Average intervalograms for X neurons population were calculated
for both, control condition and when rTMS@1Hz was applied.
Figure 4 shows the scatter plot of the difference between these two
intervalograms. Dots indicate an increase (red dots) or decrease (blue
dots) in the number of a determined interspike interval and dot size
represents the degree of change. During the presentation of visual
stimuli (vertical black bar on left) the main changes induced by rTMS
are associated with a decrease in the number of spikes separated from 1
to 3 ms. Elsewhere in the intervalogram there are more subtle changes
generally related to a decrease of interspike intervals.
Intervalogram analysis for Y cells
The sample of Y cells was subdivided depending on their rate of
bursts response considering our previous bursts analysis. Y neurons
with a low rate of spikes in bursts (smaller than 40–50%) increased
the amount of interspike intervals within a range of 1 to 5 ms during
rTMS application (Figure 5A). In contrast, neurons with a high
percentage of bursts seem to be less affected by rTMS@1Hz with a
scatter plot that reflects changes of slighter magnitude (Figure 5B).
Spatiotemporal response analysis
We then studied the spatial and temporal profile of the dLGN
cells visual response using the reverse correlation technique. No
significant changes were observed when considering the whole
Figure 1. Percentage of spikes in burst mode for X cells. A, Distribution of the percentage of spikes in burst for the response of X dLGN cells. B,
In these cells, the percentage of spikes in burst remained unaltered with rTMS@1Hz.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0017041.g001
Figure 2. Distribution of the percentage of spikes in burst for
the response of Y dLGN cells. A, Cluster analysis splits the
population in two groups around 40–50% (dashed line). B, Distribution
of the spikes per burst for Y dLGN cells. Neurons whose response had a
low content of burst spikes (,40–50%, dark bars) mainly emitted bursts
with two spikes. In contrast, cells with a high content of burst spikes
(.40–50%, white bars) produced bursts with relatively more spikes.
Vertical error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0017041.g002
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performed separately on X and Y cells as follows.
Spatiotemporal response analysis for X cells
The application of rTMS@1Hz induced changes in the
spatiotemporal response of X cells. Figure 6A is an example of an
ON X cell showing a decrease in peak response and an increase in
peak latency after applying rTMS@1Hz. The cell also showed a
change in the surround/center amplitude ratio (Figure 6B). Figure 7
shows the mean changes induced by rTMS@1Hz in cell responses
for the population of X neurons. There is a decrease in the
maximumresponse of10.9%(from 23.061.4to 20.561.4, P,0.05,
paired t-test, Figure 7A), a slight increase in latency (42.061.6 to
43.061.6, P,0.05,pairedt-test,Figure7B)and anincrease of5.8%
in the surround/center Gaussian amplitude ratio (from 14.964.0%
to 20.765.0%, P,0.05, paired t-test, Figure 7C).
Spatiotemporal response analysis for Y cells
The application of rTMS@1Hz did not induce significant
changes in the response of Y neurons, either taking all the
population of neurons or subdividing the sample according to the
percentage of bursts (not shown). It is worthy of notice the fact
that, in contrast to the X cell population, a group of Y neurons
(n=11) did show a decrease in latency. The remaining neurons
presented an increase (n=9) or no change in this parameter
(n=8). None of these groups was identified as neurons with a high
or low percentage of bursts.
Discussion
We have applied rTMS@1Hz to explore the influence of the
corticofugal pathway in the transient phase of dLGN cells visual
response. We have chosen this low-frequency stimulation protocol
because it has been shown to be a fast and reliable method to
transiently depress the excitability of the cerebral cortex [10,19]
(see example in the method section). Moreover, we have previously
used this protocol to demonstrate that corticogeniculate downflow
selectively affects the sustained component of the visual response of
dLGN cells with no effect on bursts discharge [10]. In the present
work we show that the visual cortex exerts a differential control on
Figure 3. Analysis of Y dLGN cells whose percentage of response in burst was less than 40–50%. rTMS@1Hz increased the percentage of
spikes in burst (A) and consequently decreased tonic spikes (B). Changes in response mode were reflected, as well, in the number of bursts (C). D–F,
rTMS@1Hz did not alter the response mode of Y dLGN cells whose percentage of response in burst was more than 40–50%. G, An example of a Y
dLGN cell response whose percentage of spikes in burst during control condition (black line) was 29%. rTMS@1Hz increased spikes in burst to 38%
(gray line, bin=2 ms). Vertical error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0017041.g003
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on the cell type. This apparent contradiction may be explained
taking into account some differences in the visual stimulation
protocol. In previous works, to study the whole visual response of
ON dLGN cells, we initially presented a black background and
subsequently a white dot centered on the RF, and vice versa for
OFF dLGN cells [10]. This proved to be an optimal way to
analyze the effect of rTMS in the sustained phase of the response,
but it had some disadvantages when considering the transient
phase. For a relay dLGN neuron, prolonged exposure to a
stimulus with a non-preferred contrast (black for an ON cell)
produces a "rebound" response at the end of the stimulus mainly
constituted by spikes in bursts [20–22]. These bursts may be
driven by the inhibition produced by dLGN interneurons whose
receptive field position coincides with the relay neuron, but with
an opposite polarity (ON or OFF interneurons) [22]. Thus, an
initial black background presented to an ON dLGN neuron
preconditions their Vm to a more hyperpolarized level, by
disynaptic inhibition via OFF interneurons, which in turn favors
the generation of bursts once the visual stimulus appears. In the
present study special care was taken to maintain a stable state in
the inhibition that directly depends on retinal input [22]. To do
this, a gray background (mean luminance of 45 cd/m
2) for black
and white bars series was used to keep the same background
activity for interneurons and relay cells.
To analyze spikes in bursts, we applied the criteria based on
intracellular recordings in cat dLGN neurons [23]. These are the
most widely accepted criteria for burst analysis of extracellular
recordings [12,24–26]. Additionally, we tested a more restrictive
selection to prevent the inclusion of high frequency tonic spikes,
considering each burst as a train comprised at least of three spikes
[10,17,27]. Finally, we applied both criteria but considering 6 ms
as the maximum intraburst interspike interval [28]. All criteria
gave similar results which reinforces our conclusions.
Effects of rTMS on transient phase response
Previous results [29] showed that cortical cooling induces a
decrease in the peak response of the transient phase of on X cells (a
decrease of 18%) whilst the peak value of Y cells remained
unchanged. Our study adds new information, showing that the
cortex selectively influences the spatiotemporal response of X
neurons producing, together with a decrease in peak response, a
slight increase in peak latency of around 1 ms; both phenomena
are probably associated with an imbalance in the center/periphery
amplitude ratio. Moreover, burst analysis showed that Y cells, but
not X cells, increase their burst rate and reduce tonic spikes when
the cortex is inactivated. This behavior was observed in those Y
cells characterized by having a burst rate at control conditions of
less than 40–50%. This splits our Y cell sample into two groups
that also differ in their spikes per burst distribution. Since the
number of spikes per burst increases at higher levels of
hyperpolarization [30], all these data indicate that cortical
blockade influences primarily neurons with some prior level of
depolarization. Thus, when cortical input is reduced, dLGN
neuron’s Vm becomes more negative, increasing the number of
spikes per burst. Hence, it is reasonable to hypothesize that Y cells
with a high response rate in bursts reflect a lower pre-rTMS
cortical activity, a condition in which the TMS seems to generate
less effect on the cortex [11]. As far as we know, this clustering of Y
cells has not been reported previously, although a study focused on
dLGN cells burstiness suggests certain subdivision of Y cells
depending on the "burst fraction" of their response [31].
Differences of cortical effects between X and Y cells could be
due to some differences of connectivity patterns in both pathways.
Besides the fact that both groups of neurons receive inputs from
different types of retinal neurons, there is evidence that the X
pathway could be exposed to higher local inhibitory control than
the Y pathway [32,33] and that each pathway could have
independent interneurons contacting only with the associated relay
neurons [34,35]. Moreover, in visual cortex both pathways remain
partially segregated in V1; reviewed in [36], but see [37]. These
results suggest the existence of a difference in corticothalamic
connectivity, as it has been recently shown by others in monkey
[38].
Regarding corticothalamic synapses, neuroanatomical studies
have revealed that axons coming from area 17 make contact with
Figure 4. Scatter plot obtained subtracting average intervalogram of rTMS from control condition for X dLGN cells. Blue and red dots
represent decrease and increase of interspike intervals (X axis) along the time (Y axis) respectively. Dot size depicts the magnitude of change and
black bar shows the duration of visual stimulus. Asterisk indicates the interspike interval range for spikes in burst.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0017041.g004
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content of bursts.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0017041.g005
Figure 6. Example of a dLGN X-on cell whose STRF profile was modified by rTMS@1Hz. Circles represent real values normalized to control
and curves their mathematical fits. A, Transient response elicited by a white bar presented at the RF center shows a decrease in peak value (from 80
to 60%) and an increase in latency (from 39 to 41 ms) when rTMS was applied. B, Construction of RF profile by fitting a difference of Gaussians (DoG)
function to real values. rTMS@1Hz modified the rate between Gaussian amplitudes by a decrease of the center (upper thin curve) and an increase of
the periphery (lower thin curves).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0017041.g006
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area 18 (7%) [39]. This suggests that area 17 would be able to
exercise a more powerful control on dLGN neurons than area 18
[29]. Additionally, it has been reported that axon terminals
coming from area 17 make contacts preferably with X neurons
and, conversely, the fibers from area 18 are more related to Y
neurons [39–41]. Taken together, these data would imply a
greater inhibitory impact from area 17 axons on X cells. Then, it is
possible that the net effect on the Vm of X relay neurons depends
on the excitation-inhibition balance, being more robust to changes
in cortical activity. Although it would be necessary to make an
intracellular study, the present results suggest that the cortical
blockade indices a stronger effect over the Vm of Y cells than that
of X cells.
Finally, it is open to question how X cells, whose burst responses
seems to be more stable to changes in cortical activity, decrease
and delay their peak response. The answer seems to be related
with the type of visual stimulus used. A bar presented in the RF
center during 40 ms transiently stimulates both the center and the
periphery of the RF. The fact that the action of the periphery is
more pronounced in dLGN than in the retina [42,43] suggests a
direct involvement of intrinsic inhibitory processes in the visual
response of dLGN neurons. In analyzing the intervalograms
during the application of rTMS@1Hz, it appears that X neurons,
unlike Y neurons, generated spikes with an increased interval
between spikes, a phenomenon that could be associated with a
greater influence of disynaptic retinal inhibition mediated by
interneurons [44,45]. Interestingly, this phenomenon has also
been seen in the sustained response, both with pharmacological
and cryogenical blockade of the cortex or in synchronized states of
EEG [14]. The present study also shows that, after rTMS@1Hz in
the cortex, the RF structure of X neurons seems to change,
increasing the Gaussian amplitude in the periphery further than in
the center.
Functional implications of differential cortical effect
The present results reveal the ability of the cortex to
differentially affect X and Y dLGN cells in a close relationship
to the specific information carried by them. Y cells are mainly
characterized by an initial transient response and a low sustained
component. Thus, when a very brief visual stimulus is used
(designed to emphasize the initial response) the cortex is able to
influence Y cells response specifically by an effect on burst spikes
suggesting an excitatory effect. When the cortical feedback is
reduced, an increase of spikes in bursts and a decrease of tonic
spikes is obtained without any change in the overall rate of firing,
probably as a result of a sustained hyperpolarization.
On the other hand, rTMS@1Hz induces a delay and a decrease
in peak response of X cells without any change in the proportion
of burst and tonic spikes. This suggests a different corticofugal
modulation. Thus, by suppressing excitatory inputs from the
cortex (on relay cells, interneurons and perigeniculate nucleus) a
decrease in Vm at a level insufficient to increase the burst response
but, however, able to promote a hyperpolarization mediated by
interneurons (and probably perigeniculate neurons) would facili-
tate the surround inhibitory effect. As a result, when retinal input
is activated, an increase of interspike intervals is observed with a
subsequent decrease and delay in the peak response. The RF
analysis supports this hypothesis by showing a deviation of the
excitation-inhibition balance toward the inhibitory component.
In summary, our data suggest that in physiological conditions
the visual cortex controls in parallel two channels of information.
In the faster route, corresponding to Y cells, it ensures an effective
detection of new visual stimuli, selecting areas of interest of the
image and producing a transient response with an optimal spike
frequency to activate cortical cells. In addition, the cortex
facilitates the firing of the X cells (slower) allowing an optimal
time delay with respect to Y cells and, once new stimulus are
detected, promote their synchronization for a detailed analysis of
the image.
Materials and Methods
Experimental preparation
Six adult cats of either sex were prepared following standard
procedures used in our laboratory for extracellular recordings in
the visual pathway [17,46]. Briefly, animals were anesthetized with
isofluorane (5% for induction, 1.5–2% for surgery, and 0.5–1% for
maintenance) in nitrous oxide (70%) and oxygen (30%). The
trachea was cannulated, an intravenous line inserted, and a
craniotomy performed for thalamic recordings. To prevent eye
movements, animals were paralyzed with gallamine triethiodide
(loading dose of 40 mg, maintenance 10 mg/kg/h i.v.) and held in
a stereotaxic frame. End-tidal CO2 levels, electrocardiogram
(EKG) waveform and intersystolic interval, and the electroen-
Figure 7. Effect of rTMS on X cells. rTMS@1Hz decreased (A) and delayed (B) the peak transient response and induced an increase in the rate
between periphery and center amplitudes (C) in dLGN X-cells (bin=2 ms). Vertical error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0017041.g007
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experiment. The rate and depth of artificial respiration was
adjusted to maintain end-tidal CO2 at 3.8–4.2%; the level of
isofluorane was chosen to achieve a state of light anesthesia. Once
a stable state was reached, any variations in the monitored
parameters (change in the amplitude/frequency of EEG waves or
EKG frequency, fall or fluctuation in the intersystolic interval, and
change in end-tidal CO2) commensurate with a change in the
depth of anesthesia were compensated for by alterations in the
level of isofluorane. Management of anesthesia was based upon
spectrum of measures and follows the guidelines given by the UK
Home Office. Wound margins were treated with lidocaine
hydrochloride administered subcutaneously. The stereotaxic ear
bars were coated with lidocaine gel. The eyes were treated with
atropine methonitrate and phenylephrine hydrochloride, protect-
ed with zero-power contact lenses, and brought to focus on a semi-
opaque tangent screen 57 cm distant using appropriate trial-case
lenses. Visual stimuli were applied monocularly through 3 mm
artificial pupils. To further reduce possible eye movement artifacts,
rigid posts were fixed to the sclera and attached to the stereotaxic
frame. At the end of experiments animals were killed by an
anesthetic overdose. All animal work was conducted according to
relevant national and international guidelines (Spanish Physiology
Society and the International Council for Laboratory Animal
Science and the European Union). The study was approved by the
University of A Corun ˜a Ethics Committee (CE-UDC30/1/09).
Magnetic stimulation
The rTMS was carried out with a MagStim Rapid system (The
MagStim Company Ltd, Whitland, UK) equipped with 2 boosters
and applied on the occipital cortex of cats via a figure-of-eight coil
(mean diameter: 25 mm). The midpoint of the coil was centered
over the interhemispheric cranial suture at the level of area 17
(Horsley-Clarke antero-posterior: 0 to –6, Medio-lateral: 0)
directly touching the exposed bone. The coil was fixed by a
mechanical arm at an angle of about 60u (wings located laterally)
with the handle pointing up and backwards. For this study, all
rTMS parameters were optimized to produce cortical suppression
in the region of cortex below the coil [10,47–49]. The stimulation
frequency utilized was one pulse per second, applied during a
period of two minutes, hereinafter referred to as the rTMS@1Hz
protocol. The intensity was set to 50% which, according to the
data supplied by the manufacturer (http://www.magstim.co.uk),
induces 1.5 T on the cortical surface (3 mm from the coil), and an
electric field strength of 220 V/m, higher than those reported in
other studies [50] but which effect, shown in the results, is
consistent with those described by these authors.
The statistical significance of the changes induced by magnetic
stimulation was determined by using paired and unpaired t-test or
Wilcoxon test. The hypothesis of normality was checked using the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Results were deemed to be significant
when P,0.05. Cluster analysis was carried out with the two-phase
modality and by applying the Akaike criterion.
Recording procedures
Tungsten microelectrodes (FHC) of 8–12 MU ` , mounted on a
micromanipulator (FHC, Brunswick, ME) were introduced in the
dLGN following stereotaxic coordinates (Horsley–Clark A6 L9).
Neurons responding to visual stimulation of both eyes (binocular)
with big RFs were classified as perigeniculate nucleus cells and
were not considered. Neurons giving only monocular responses
with a defined RF were considered for further recording and
analysis. Cell type was identified, X or Y, on the basis of standard
tests including the test of linearity of spatial summation, size and
eccentricity of the receptive field, type of response to points of
light, and presence of shift effect [51–54]. The visual response of
the cell was recorded during four minutes: two minutes for control
condition followed by two minutes for the simultaneous applica-
tion of the rTMS@1Hz protocol. The entire protocol was run
once per cell. The inter-recording interval was dependent upon
the time devoted to search, isolate and characterize each cell, but
usually was more than one hour.
Visual stimulus
The one-dimensional version of the reverse correlation
algorithm [18,55–58] (see below Reverse correlation analysis) was
applied to evaluate the dLGN cells visual response. This protocol
allows the quick generation of a RF map during the application of
rTMS (the period was limited by the activation of the
temperature-sensitive protection of the equipment). The transient
response elicited in dLGN neurons was used to characterize the
spatiotemporal dynamics of the RF as well as its response mode
(see Burst analysis). In particular, the visual stimulus consisted in two
groups of 20 white and 20 dark bars presented on a gray
background and in a pseudorandom sequence. Each group of bars
was arranged orderly and centered on the RF cell under study, as
it is shown in Figure 8A. Stimuli were adapted to the preferred
spatial frequency of the cells by changing the bar width. Bars had a
length of 12u and a width between 0.4u and 1u, covering an area of
+/2 6u of elevation and +/2 4u to 10u of azimuth respectively.
Each bar was displayed for 40 ms with no direct correlation with
the magnetic stimulation.
Reverse correlation analysis
A diagram summarizing the procedure we used is shown on
figure 8. Visual stimuli were displayed in an area centered over the
dLGN cell’s RF (Fig. 8A). Each spike was associated with the
visual stimulus that preceded it for an interval of 200 ms, then a
peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) for each bar was generated
(Fig. 8B). PSTHs were ordered according to the position of the
visual stimulus that elicited each one and normalized with respect
to the maximum total value. As a result, spatial response profiles
across the receptive field were obtained (Fig. 8C), both for ON
stimulus (white bars) and OFF stimulus (black bars). A composite
spatiotemporal receptive field (STRF) was then obtained subtract-
ing the OFF from the ON response (Fig. 8D). Thus, for an ON
cell, regions of the STRF excited by the bright and dark bars are
shown as positive and negative values respectively. Figure 8E–F
shows the spatial and temporal profiles obtained by slicing the
STRF through the peak value as it is shown by arrows in Fig. 8D.
Filled circles in Fig. 8E–F represent real values and solid curves
show the mathematical fit for the spatial (difference of two
Gaussian functions) [18,59–61] and temporal (difference of two
Gamma functions) [18,62,63] profiles. This process was applied to
all STRFs to quantitatively characterize and compare different
recordings. All curve fittings were performed with cftool function
(MATLAB version R2006b, The MathWorks).
Control experiments (visual cortical responses to local
rTMS)
To gain insight into the effect of rTMS on V1, in previous
control experiments we were able to record visual-driven activity
simultaneously from cortical and dLGN cells during rTMS
stimulation at 1 Hz. Electrodes to record cortical spikes were
either advanced during the experiment at an oblique angle
(avoiding the stimulating coil) or cemented in place (tip located
approximately in layer VI) prior to positioning of the TMS coil.
TMS Effects on Transient Response of LGN Cells
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orientation of the bars was the optimal for each cortical cell. We
did not pretend to systematically map the spatial extent of the
cortical suppression zone; however, it is likely, given the size of the
cat brain and the spatial resolution of rTMS that our stimulation
effectively covered the primary visual cortex and that the effect
was uniform across this region. The histogram in figure 9 shows
the visual response of both, a dLGN neuron and a deep layer
cortical cell (presumably a layer 6 neuron), before (blue line),
during rTMS (red line) and after rTMS (green line).
Intervalogram analysis
The intervalogram method was introduced by Funke and
Wo ¨rgo ¨tter [44] to study the sustained phase of cat dLGN cell
responses. Basically, an intervalogram shows the variation of the
distribution of interspike intervals in the cell response. Figure 10A
shows schematically the response of a cell to one bar displayed on
the RF center. Firstly, in a time window of 50 ms (see below)
starting at t=0, a first interspike interval histogram (INTH) was
obtained for the spikes within the window. The second INTH was
obtained for a time window displaced 5 ms after the first window
(5 ms corresponds to the 10% of the total duration of the window
according to the criterion of Funke and Wo ¨rgo ¨tter) [44].
Remaining INTH’s were obtained moving the window every
5 ms to complete the total period of analysis (250 ms). Arranging
INTH’s in a two dimensional array allowed us to detect changes
on interval distribution over time whenever the cell was
stimulated. Due to the visual stimulus properties, intervalograms
illustrate changes during the transient phase of the response. Since
each visual stimulus generated an intervalogram, an average
intervalogram for a given number of stimuli was obtained.
Figure 10B shows an average intervalogram for a Y OFF cell
obtained after the presentation of 72 black bars on the RF center.
Figure 10C shows the first mean INTH of that intervalogram,
obtained immediately after the onset of the visual stimulus. The
cell responded preferentially with spikes separated 3 ms (arrow).
Figure 10D shows the mean 9
th INTH, calculated from a time
window starting at the end of the visual stimulus (40 ms); even
though the preferred frequency response is maintained, the 9
th
INTH is more distributed than the first INTH i.e., spikes with
longer intervals begin to appear.
In general, when intervalograms are used, some details must be
taken into account. There is a compromise between the time
window size and the characteristics of the stimulus used. A large
time window has the advantage of sampling a higher number of
spikes and thus generating INTHs with a higher resolution, but it
is not optimal to analyze transient responses. In contrast, smaller
time windows generate intervalograms with a greater temporal
resolution, but with fewer spikes used to compute each INTH. We
chose 50 ms because it was optimal to analyze the transient phase
of dLGN cell responses. Regarding the analysis of intervalograms,
due to the fact that each point in the intervalogram represents how
many times a value of interspike interval is repeated in certain time
window, the peak value of intervalograms before and after
applying rTMS can move in a 2D plane i.e., a cell can either
change its preferred firing frequency, or the instant it reaches the
peak, or both parameters at once. The latter is a problem when
applying statistics and it is the reason to read intervalograms in a
qualitative way.
Burst analysis
Burst analysis was carried out to unveil changes in the response
mode of dLGN neurons. Trains of action potentials preceded by a
silence period of at least 50 ms and whose interspike intervals were
Figure 8. Spatiotemporal receptive field (STRF) profile obtained from a one-dimensional reverse correlation procedure. Visual
stimulus is a randomized sequence of bright and dark bars centered at the dLGN cell’s RF. A, Simplified figure (10 bars) showing two of the white bars
(6 & 8) presented to the dLGN cell. B, Peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) from bars 6 & 8. Bin size: 2 ms. C, Spatiotemporal profiles obtained from
white (ON) and dark (OFF) bar series. D, STRF obtained by subtracting OFF from ON spatiotemporal profile. E, Spatial RF profile obtained by slicing in
the STRF through the RF center at peak response. F, Temporal profile derived by slicing in the STRF through the RF center. Mathematical approaches
(solid curves) are obtained from real values (filled circles; see text for details).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0017041.g008
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PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org 8 February 2011 | Volume 6 | Issue 2 | e17041Figure 9. Example of the effect of rTMS on cortical cells. Top panel: rTMS stimulation produced a reduction in the peak response (red curve)
compared to the pre rTMS values (blue curve). Green curve depicts the recovery of the response (bin=4 ms). The cell was recorded in the deeper
layers of V1. The effect of rTMS on a dLGN cell recorded simultaneously is also shown (bottom panel).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0017041.g009
Figure 10. Construction of intervalograms. A, Spikes elicited by a dark bar (VS) presented on RF center of a Y off dLGN cell. Interval distributions
are computed for small time windows of 50 ms shifted 5 ms each other along the time axis. An inter-spike interval histogram (INTH) is calculated for
each window (1, 2, 3, … 40) by adding all interval distributions obtained from each dark bar presented on RF center of the dLGN cell. INTHs are
plotted as a colour-scaled horizontal pixel line and all the intervalogram is normalized to its maximum value. B, Average intervalogram for all Y dLGN
cells. The temporal resolution for the horizontal axis is 1 ms and the maximum value is limited by the time window, i.e. 50 ms. The temporal
resolution for the vertical axis is determined by the interval between time windows, i.e. 5 ms and maximum value is 200 ms. C, First INTH of the
average intervalogram showed in B. D, INTH from the average intervalogram at the end of the VS.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0017041.g010
TMS Effects on Transient Response of LGN Cells
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org 9 February 2011 | Volume 6 | Issue 2 | e17041less than 4 ms were considered as bursts [23]. All other spikes were
considered as tonic response.
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